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Charter School Rejects Common Core and Ranks No. 1
From FreedomProject Media:

Teaching phonics is crucial to teaching
reading when dealing with a phonetic
writing system such as the one used in the
English language. Memorizing so-called
“sight words,” by contrast, is mental poison,
or Thalidomide for the brain as my friend
and colleague Dr. Sam Blumenfeld used to
say.

As if more evidence was needed of this, the
recent Florida Standards Assessments
results from Collier County, Florida, make it
perfectly clear. One school, known as
the Mason Classical Academy, shines bright
in the district. It scored number one in
English Language Arts (ELA) in the county,
with 90 percent of its third graders scoring
proficient.

By contrast, just 58 percent of third graders in the county were proficient, even using Common Core’s
dumbed-down metrics. And incredibly, they are above the state average. (In California, just 43 percent
of third graders were proficient. And six Baltimore public schools could not produce even one student
proficient in ELA or math.)

MCA is a so-called “charter” school which, while publicly funded, operates on a different model than
traditional government schools and does not use the Obama-backed national standards known as
Common Core. The CC, of course, has children memorizing whole words in kindergarten, long before
they are introduced to phonics in elementary school. By then, with the whole-word reflex in place, much
of the damage to the brain is done, at least for most kids.

To read the rest of the article, click here.
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